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COMBINATORIAL EQUIVALENCE
BETWEEN GROUP PRESENTATIONS

SUSHTL JAJODIA

Abstract. Let

P = (xi,...,xn: Wi,...,Wm)    and    R = (xi,... ,x„: Ri,... ,Rm)

be two presentations, with the same generators, for a group it.  In this note,

we give a necessary and sufficient criterion which insures the existence of

a combinatorial equivalence between  P and Z requiring only replacement

operations.

I. Introduction. Let

(1) P = (x1,...,xn:W1,...,Wm)

and

(2) rl = (xx,...,xn:Ri,...,Rm)

be two presentations, with the same generators, for a group n (i.e., the normal

closures of W\,.. ■, Wm and of i?i,..., Rm in the free group F on X\,..., xn coin-

cide). In [8, p. 95], A. J. Sieradski makes the following conjecture: Suppose there

exists a combinatorial equivalence between P and P. inducing the identity isomor-

phism. Then there exists a combinatorial equivalence between P and R. requiring

only replacement operations. We are unable to prove this conjecture; however, we

give a necessary and sufficient criterion which insures its existence.

II. Definition of combinatorial equivalence. Let it be any group, and let

Z = (ii,..., xn: i?i,...,Rm) = (n: Rj)

be a finite presentation for 7r. We have the following combinatorial operations on

the presentation Z:

(1) The expansion operation. It appends to the presentation P. a new generator

x £ {i¿} and a relator Wx~1 where W is an element in the free group F on

generators x\,...,xn. Therefore

(i¿: Rj) —> (xi,x: Rj,Wx~1).

(2) The contraction operation. It simultaneously deletes a generator x and a

relator Wx~1 provided that W and the remaining relators Rj are elements in

the free group F generated by the remaining generators x\,...,xn. Therefore

(xi,x: Rj,Wx~l) -* (a: Rj).

(3) The replacement operation. It replaces a single relator R by a new relator S

provided that S and i?^1 are conjugates modulo the normal subgroup N(Rj) oí F
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generated by the other relators Rj which are kept unchanged. Hence (ii : Rj, R) —»

(xi-.Rj,S).
Let P and P be two presentations for the same group 7r. We say P and P are

combinatorially equivalent if there is a sequence

p = P0 - Px -> ^>—i —► *• = P-

of combinatorial operations which begin with P and end with P.

Note that we do not permit the Tietze operation of adding trivial relators to the

presentation. This restriction is motivated by topological considerations. We urge

the reader to read [8] for details.

DX Necessary and sufficient criterion. Suppose the presentations (1) and (2),

with the same deficiency and the same generators, present the same group tt. We

will now formulate the necessary and sufficient conditions.

Let F denote the free group generated by x\,..., xn and R the normal closure

in F of i?i,...,Rm- Let F denote the free group on symbols fi,..., rm. Since each

Wi E R, we can write
TT»i

Wi = n (xikRikx-^r-
fc—1

where Rik = Rj for some j, 1 < j < m, Xik E F, and Ctfc = ±1- Let

»i = n fa*1"***1)"*
fc=l

Wi

where if Rik = Rj in Wi, then rik = rj in Wi.

Let J denote the my, m matrix

J =

dwi

óVi

dwm

dw\

drm

dw„

dri dr„

where d/drji ZF -* ZF denotes the jth free partial derivative [2].

THEOREM.  Notation as above. Then the following are equivalent

(1) There is a combinatorial equivalence between P and P requiring only replace-

ment operations.

(2) {ii,..., xn, wi,..., wm} forms a generating set for the free product F * F.

(3) / has a right inverse.

PROOF. (1) =► (2) Suppose P is combinatorially equivalent to Z using only

replacement operations. Now all replacement operations are composites of these

three replacement operations [8, p. 69]:

(a) Replace a single relator Ri by its inverse R^1-

(b) Replace a relator Ri by the product R¿Rj or RjRi with a different relator

Rj.
(c) Replace a relator Ri by xeRiX   e by a generator x, e = ¿1.
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This means that we can convert Xi,...,xn,ri,...,rm into Xi,...,xn,Wi,..., wm

using transformations which leave Xi,...,xn fixed and on the remaining generators

the following operations:

(a') Replace r by r'.

(b') Replace r by rf or fr where f is a different generator.

(c') Replace r by x€rx~e where x = Xi, 1 <i <n.

But these are the elementary Nielsen transformations [3, p. 130]. Hence X\,..., xn,

wi,..., wm forms a generating set for F *F.

(2)=»(1) Suppose {xi,...,xn,wi,...,wm} generates F * F. Then by a result

of Rapaport [7, §5], it follows that one can obtain xi,...,xn, uii,...,wm from

xi,.-.,xn, ri,...,rm using transformations which leave X\,...,xn fixed and on

the remaining generators the operations (a'), (b'), and (c') described above. But

then one can construct a combinatorial equivalence between P and Z using only

replacement operations.

(2)=>(3) Suppose {xi,..., xn, u>\,..., wm} forms a generating set for F*F. Then

by the Inverse Function Theorem [1, p. 635], the Jacobian which has the form

In   0

A    J

has a right inverse B.   By a result of Kaplansky [6], B is a two-sided inverse.

Therefore J has a right inverse.

(3)^(2) Suppose J has a right inverse H. Then the Jacobian which has the form

In 0m

AnXn      Jrn.

has a right inverse

In 0m

Urn-Am X n     Hm

The result now follows from the Inverse Function Theorem [1, p.   635].   This

completes the proof.

Example. Consider the two presentations

P = (x,y,z:W1= x5, W2 = y5, W3 = z5, Wr = [x, y], W5 = [x, z), W6 = [y, z])

and

P = (x,y,z: i?i = xs,R2 = y5,R3 = z5,R4 = [x*,y],R5 = [x,z],Re = [y,z])

of the group Z5 X Z$ X Z5. We can write

W4 = xyRT1y~1R/~1Rix~1.

Therefore, w± = xyr~~1y~1r'¿~1rix~1.

Clearly {x, y,z, wi,u>2,W3, W4, W5} forms a generating set for F * F and the

matrix J is invertible. Thus there is a combinatorial equivalence between P and Z

using only replacement operations.

REMARK. In [4 and 5], examples are given of presentations which are com-

binatorially equivalent, but there does not exist a combinatorial equivalence be-

tween them requiring replacement operations only; however, these presentations do

not have the same generators.
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